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A LOOK AT THE MONTH OF APRIL AHEAD, 2019

New Moon in Aries 
April 5th, 2019 – 15° Aries (4:50 am)

New experiences initiated encouraging you to stimulate
‘learning’ new progressive ideas for yourself/your identity. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

! To increase income or personal ‘worth’, by investing YOUR   
energy, financial resources and daily communication operations 
into learning ‘’facts’ and ‘data’ – that you may not grasp, or are  
afraid to understand or learn about yourself.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

! This action is tied to stabilizing your material security, values and 
personal wealth by ‘CHANGING YOUR VALUES’. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

! Allowing yourself to heal and learn by looking at your hidden or 
unconscious behaviors - the mystery within – ie: ‘self-sabotaging 
thoughts, desires, (collusion) vs unexpressed dreams, artistry, talents.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

! Publically sharing expertise/knowledge/advice IN the world + actively 
pursuing relations and INVESTMENTS from OTHERS - yet need to 
ADJUST SELF PERCEPTION – not see/understand YOUR role/value.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

! ADJUST RELATIONSHIPS – Need to SEE the hidden daily service to 
other’s obligations; sharing YOUR own resources and leadership, 
which is straining your professional growth, advice + goals of career. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

! Focus on emotional fulfillment, pleasure with loved ones and public 
appeal for the ‘security’ of service you provide. Be careful NOT TO 
SACRIFICE YOUR DREAMS to challenges from home, family, partner.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

! Let go of ”broken’ structures limiting your time, power and control  -
(looking at business finances + presumed responsibility to group ideals).

! REBUILD authority ‘isolated’ from team with progressive efficiency 
to achieve personal wealth and expansion of goals.
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April 2-3 
Secrets Revealed
ME conjunct NE 17° Pisces

Hidden ideas and feelings expressed.
Great for artistic endeavors, heightened sensitivity to 

understanding ‘mysteries.’
However not ideal for people to understand your words, 

details, plans or logic. 
Dreams and Imagination vs illusion 

May be easily lied to or mislead by another.

April 12 
Discovery of hidden information challenges 

your beliefs for future expansion. 
ME 24° Pisces square JU  24° Sag (then JU turns retrograde

Hidden thoughts create considerable confusion. 
Hopeless misunderstandings.

Easy to idealize persons or situations. 
Difficulty in relating to world of reality.

Temped to hold back or distort truth to avoid confrontation.
However strive to consciously keep thinking clear, 

factual and honest. Be careful in business negotiations, 
for may be easily mislead by another.

Reality Shift Into a New Paradigm
Mar 30 – Apr 5, 2019 (to May 25th) and beyond 

Events at this time:
A regeneration of the basic structure of your life
Reorientation of your life path – Bringing in a ‘Crisis 
in Consciousness’
Permanently changing our unconscious psyches - at the core level

! Complete understanding that you need to let go of individual 
freedoms to focus on building stability of income, assets, love, 
or value of the enterprise you created. (SN 23° Cap conj PL 23° Cap)

! Intense restructuring of both your home/family and public life 
commitments. Duties of the past are calling - your reputation is on 
the line - your focus is on the security of the core operation –
‘which IS your future’. (SA 20° Cap oppose SE/LE 20° Can 2018-20)

! Great changes in public image and authority – letting go of the 
‘false mask’ and letting your true ‘soul power’ out the box for all to 
see. Standing in your power and owning it. 

Inevitable Transformation
Nodes in Can/Cap opposition/conjunction with Pluto 23° Cap

‘Path of fate - Letting go to lay a NEW foundation’–
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First Quarter Moon in Cancer 
April 12, 2019 – 22° Cancer (3:06 pm)

After an unconscious desire for a dream was initiated 
The ‘need’ is secured and growth begins, by tearing down old 
structures and beginning to build new ones…

! Protecting your loved ones, children or self-expression. 
Could involve hobbies, projects, risk-taking, speculation.

! Cultivating or remembering past family enjoyment.
! Focusing on giving or receiving creativity, artistry, 

heart, love, generosity, fun-loving home, or recreation.

Fulfillment
! Security is found through 

emotional intimacy.

! In a nurturing, feeling or an 
inspirational way.

! Initiating security and soul 
action opportunities.

! Providing wholeness and 
protective maternal 
instincts to a situation.

Challenges
! Insecurity and defensive 

behavior.

! Non-trusting.

! Over emotional, ‘touchy.’

! Over protective of clan.

! Fearful of moving 
forward, holding on to the 
past, and afraid to let go.

Action.
To a situation that started on 
April 5th, 2019 – New Moon- (15° Aries) 

Empowerment through a challenge or crisis. 
Taking action to channel and resolve the building 
blocks in your way, to accomplish your mission. 

USA 
5th House:



By April 16, 2019:

! A decision on future dreams can begin moving 
forward with better clarity and confidence 

! You  may have adapted emotionally with ‘soul’ learning.
! You may have rearranged the direction or the plan for 

YOUR ASPIRATIONS FOR EXPANSION + GROWTH
! You should be able to trust your decision and 

communicate your logic with confidence for you 
have unified your plan through advice, wisdom and 
intuition. 

You will know what you want, can negotiate to get it... And begin to 
move forward with your plans in the area of life Mercury is transiting. 

Mercury Direct in Pisces
Feb 10th – March 5 – 29 Rx (29°–16° Pis) – March 29 - April 16th 2019 - 65 days/2 mo in Pis – (normally 18 days)
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Illumination To a situation that started 
on April 5th, 2019 – New Moon- (15° Aries) 

Ideal fulfillment or opposition involving a potential union 
(socially or intellectually) with others resources. Ie: a 
contract, or commitment toward YOUR CHANGE IN VALUES, 
of making an investment in internal growth and education 
APPLIED TO PARTNERING IN CORE OPERATION.

Full Moon in Libra
April 19, 2019 – 29° Libra (7:12 am) – oppose SU 29° Aries 

Opposition
! Indecision from others in 

giving commitment to you.
! Dependency, unable to 

trust self resources or 
others to act fairly - to 
hold up to an agreement 
of equality in daily 
performance or ‘vague’ 
commitment of dream.

! Superficial agreements

US 8th House – oppose 2nd House 

As the moon increases in light, 
an understanding culminates at the Full Moon.

Full conscious awareness comes to light.
Awareness of agreement or disagreement of willingness 
toward a ‘joint investment involving a ‘commitment 
of partners resources’’

Fulfillment
! Initiating diplomatic relations and a 

commitment to contract w/ partner 
addressing others ‘unknown’ grand 
vision with undefined terms vs 
YOUR personal investment of $ 
resources to unexpected whims of 
communications or commerce.

! OR Both - yielding to limiting 
creativity and service to efficiency of 
team and daily resources vs 
changing beliefs of accountability. 
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Release Fears - Build New Foundation
April 22- May 3rd (May 25th) and beyond 

! Overemphasis on your reputation, career, ‘time’ responsibilities 
of the past – realizing the need to ‘let go of outdated patterns’ 

! Rebuild, integrate, and balance ‘emotional’ foundation within 
self, home, family structures for ‘your future security’

! Your attention is on ‘respect’, how you are seen as a figurehead is 
changing. Rebranding your ‘public image’ - looking at your authority, 
accountability and dignity. Change the way you carry the weight…

! Release fears, conservative limitations or old professional alliances 
or duties that have been sources of respect in the past 

! Focus on ‘feelings’, ‘stewardship’ and ‘going with the flow’ - with 
the public or family ‘needs’, vs ‘enforcing strong hand of authority’.

! Bring balance of NEW experiences, intuition, sensitivity, or protective 
public appeal into your career or public image. 

! Your karma is public, for all to see. Rewards in career, professional 
accomplishments along with great responsibilities vs public disgrace. 

Past Responsibilities 
Nodes in Can/Cap opposition/conjunction with Saturn 20° Cap
Letting go of old structures to rebuild a NEW core operation –

Delay in Growth, to ’Determine’ Life Plan
Jupiter (Rx April 10 - August 11) – 24° Sag » 14° Sag
! A dilemma to resolve in the direction your expertise, goals or 

future is heading in - And what you are sacrificing. Possibly going 
back to school, or solidifying your knowledge and beliefs. A holding 
pattern is in process for you to grow. your ‘internal wisdom’.

Pluto (Rx April 24 – Oct 2/3) – 23° Cap » 20° Cap
Crisis in consciousness – It’s time to have a conversation with your 

soul. Reorientation – looking at your ‘power and authority’ in the 
external world.  Are your efforts inline with your soul inspirations?

Saturn (Rx April 29 – Sept 18) – 20° Cap » 13° Cap
Realization that your ‘reality’, ‘responsibility’ and ‘capacity to deal with 

limits’ is stressing the core of your operation, emotions, home, or 
family. Awareness - internal changes are required – Take the time to 

restructure your foundation and ‘self authority’. Dharma. 

April 10 – Oct 2 , 2019 (JU, SA, PL Retrograde)

April Retrogrades
!"#$%"&&'()*+%,-%-&&-$.%/0&),.#%!"#$%&$'()*$1

20'3)*",)-*%-4%+#-5,6%"*7%.8&"*$)-*9%(.,%5"*,%,-%,":.%-*%3-#.;%
2"#.40'%*-,%,-%<.%-=.#<."#)*+%> -#%,-%-=.#.8,.*7%(-0#$.'4?%2-0'7%<.%$0@@.$$40'?

Reality Shift Into a New Paradigm
Mar 30 – Apr 5, 2019 (to May 25th) and beyond 

Events at this time:
A regeneration of the basic structure of your life
Reorientation of your life path – Bringing in a ‘Crisis 
in Consciousness’
Permanently changing our unconscious psyches - at the core level

! Complete understanding that you need to let go of individual 
freedoms to focus on building stability of income, assets, love, 
or value of the enterprise you created. (SN 23° Cap conj PL 23° Cap)

! Intense restructuring of both your home/family and public life 
commitments. Duties of the past are calling - your reputation is on 
the line - your focus is on the security of the core operation –
‘which IS your future’. (SA 20° Cap oppose SE/LE 20° Can 2018-20)

! Great changes in public image and authority – letting go of the 
‘false mask’ and letting your true ‘soul power’ out the box for all to 
see. Standing in your power and owning it. 

Inevitable Transformation
Nodes in Can/Cap opposition/conjunction with Pluto 23° Cap

‘Path of fate - Letting go to lay a NEW foundation’–



(USA - 12h House)

A need to resolve 

or release blocks 

in the relationship,

leads to development of 

maturity in 

personal character:

! Addressing loss of value or YOUR unstable finances 
involving communications within family or base of operations:

! Goal: for the core dream you have not been able to grasp, 
professionally fund, or perform on your own.

! Cultivating reformed IDEAS OF INDEPENDENCE, removed 
from ‘controls of team responsibility’ – to take action on what 
YOU VALUE + WANT TO CREATE for SELF IMPROVEMENT.

Last Quarter Moon - Aquarius 
April 26, 2019 – 6° Aquarius (6:18 pm) – square SU 6° Taurus

Empower YOURSELF:
! EDUCATE YOURSELF 

to replace their hold 
over you, and follow 
your HEART.

JOINT Fulfillment
! Create a joint investment 

with support from others 
financial commitment. 

! Security is found in the world 
of ideas – intellectually, 
communicatively + detached.

Reorientation.
To a situation that started 
on April 5th, 2019 – New Moon- (15° Aries) 

Crisis in consciousness, turning away old accomplishments 
and following NEW inspirations. 
The Harvest of what was initiated from YOUR RESOURCES.
Letting go of unconscious need for attachment to structure 
of group power and authority – and income tied to it - and 
appreciating self-reliance of own skills for stability of income.
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APRIL Key Dates 2019 Apr 1-2: MA 0-1° Gem sextile LE 0:52 Leo (USA 10th/MC MO op 4th/IC SU)
April 1-5: PL 23° Cap conj South Node 23° Cap / oppose NN 23° Can
April 1-13: UR 1° Tau square LE 0:52 Leo (USA 10th/MC MO op 4th/IC SU)
April 1-30: JU 24° Sag semi-sextile LE 24° Cap (USA 2nd/8th H)- early activation
Apr 2: MA 1° Gem semi-sextile UR 1° Tau | ME conj NE 17° Pis
April 5: New Moon 15° Aries (4:50 am) – USA 2nd House
Apr 6-7: MA 4° Gem quincunx SE 4° Cap (USA 3rd H/ conj IC, JU, SN)- early act
April 7: ME 20° Pis sextile SA 20° Cap
April 10: VE conjunct NE 17 Pis | SU 20° Ari square SA 20° Cap 

ME 23° Pis sextile PL 23° Cap
April 10: JU Retrograde 24° Sag (-14:30° Sag) – 1:00 pm
April 12: 1st Quarter Moon  22° Cancer (3:06 pm) – sq SU 22° Aries
April 12: ME 24° Pis square JU 24° Sag Rx | VE 20° Pis sextile SA 20° Cap
April 13: SU 23° Ari square PL 23° Cap
April 14: SU 24° Ari trine JU 24° Sag Rx | VE 23° Pis sextile PL 23° Cap
April 15: VE 24° Pis square JU 24° Sag Rx
Apr 15-16: MA 10° Gem semi-sextile SE 10° Can (USA 9th H)-early activation
April 16: ME Shadow Ends: 29° Pisces
April 17: ME  enters Aries 0°
April 19: Full Moon 29° Libra (7:12 am) – opp SU 29° Aries
April 20: SU enters Taurus 0° | VE enters Aries 0°
April 22: SU conjunct UR 2° Taurus
Apr22-May 3: SA 20° Capricorn conj South Node 20° Capricorn

| oppose NN 20° Cancer
Apr 23-24: MA 15° Gem quincunx SE 15° Cap (USA 5th H)
Apr 24: UR Shadow Beings - 2:39° Tau
April 24: PL Retrograde 23° Capricorn (-20:38° Capricorn) – 2:45 pm
April 26: 3rd Quarter Moon 6° Aquarius (6:18 pm) – sq SU 6° Taurus
Apr 26-30: JU 23° Sag Rx semi-sextile PL 23° Cap Rx
Apr 27: MA 17° Gem square NE 17° Pisces
April 29: SA Retrograde 20:31° Capricorn (- 13:55° Capricorn) – 8:55 p




